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cation (Boxes 1 and 2). AFLP markers have proved useful
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few primer combinations will suffice to generate an adequate number of polymorphic markers. In the worst case,
Systematics, pathotyping and biodiversity surveys
many AFLP markers have to be generated with a series of
For a wide range of taxa, including plants, fungi, ani- primer combinations to reveal differences between closely
mals and bacteria, AFLP markers have been used to related or inbred individuals, or to confirm a lack of differuncover cryptic genetic variation of strains, or closely re- ences for clonality. However, it is still unclear how many
lated species, that had been impossible to resolve with markers must be generated to ensure significant represenmorphological or other molecular systematic charac- tation of hypervariable loci and to profile an individual at
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Box 1. Glossary

•

•

Types of genetic markers
Multilocus marker: marker that screens many loci in the genome, as in the random amplified polymorphic DNA–polymerase chain reaction (RAPD–PCR), amplified fragment length polymorphism–PCR (AFLP–PCR) and minisatellite DNA fingerprinting.
Single-locus marker: marker that derives from a single locus in the genome, such
as allozymes, most RFLPs and the typical microsatellite marker.
Dominant marker: marker that is scored as present or absent (null) and thus
does not allow identification of homologous alleles (i.e. dominant markers fail to
distinguish AA from Aa genotypes).
Co-dominant marker: marker that allows identification of homologous alleles and
thus scoring of homozygote and heterozygote states. For many population genetic
questions, co-dominant markers are clearly superior to dominant markers
because (1) they allow estimation of allele frequencies; and (2) for a given level of
analytical power, co-dominant markers require smaller sample sizes than dominant markers27.
Technical terms
Ligation: process of joining two pieces of DNA (or RNA) with enzymes called DNA
(RNA) ligases.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR): an enzyme-catalyzed, in vitro copying process
of specific DNA sequences that uses extremely small amounts of template DNA.
The PCR allows the selective amplification of specific DNA sequences.
Primer: short (usually 16–25 nucleotides) single-stranded sequence that can
bind (anneal) to a complementary sequence and can serve as a starting point for
DNA synthesis in a PCR reaction.
Quantitative trait loci (QTL): regions of the genome affecting variation in quantitative (phenotypic) traits. QTLs are identified by: (1) generating genotypic markers
in individuals with a known pedigree; (2) creating a linkage map that shows the
order of the markers and relative distance (in centimorgans; cM) between them;
and (3) testing for statistical associations between markers (genotype) and phenotypic expression of the trait(s) of interest.
Simple sequence repeat (SSR): also known as microsatellite repeat, consisting
of short nucleotide sequences (e.g. CAT) that are repeated many times in tandem
(…CATCATCAT…). The number of SSR tandem repeats can vary in a sequence,
and many such variants (alleles) can exist in a population.
Restriction enzyme: enzyme that cuts (restricts) double-stranded DNA at specific
short sequences that are recognized by the enzyme. The most commonly used
enzymes recognize sequences of four to eight nucleotides in length. Enzymes
used in the AFLP protocol produce ends with an overhang of one DNA strand, as
shown in the figure in Box 2 for the MseI and EcoRI cuts.

the level of a true DNA fingerprint. This is crucial, for example,
for identification of clonally identical individuals7,20,21,24, where
an insufficient number of fragments might not uncover
existing genetic differences, and thus lead to an incorrect
conclusion of clonal identity and asexual reproduction. However, in principle, any individual can be profiled with unique
combinations of AFLP markers, because a large number of
AFLP markers presumably include at least some that are
hypervariable4.
The capacity of AFLP markers to resolve extremely
small genetic differences has been demonstrated in several studies. For example, AFLPs have been used to distinguish near-isogenic lines of soybean that differ at only a
single, small region in the entire genome25. Studies using
AFLPs have also delineated different sets of clonally
descended individuals in several plants and fungi7,20,21,24
and have detected the presence or absence of plasmids13.
Theoretically, therefore, AFLP markers could be suitable
for the analysis of relatedness, parentage, mating frequency
or other genetic parameters in behavioral ecology, especially because AFLP markers are virtually free of artifacts26
and because comigration of non-allelic fragments (which is
an acute problem of anonymous markers for relatedness
estimation27) occurs at extremely low levels21,28. For paternity analysis, for example, AFLP markers generated by only
three AFLP primer systems sufficed to determine paternity
of 96% of naturally pollinated seeds in a population of the
shrub Persoonia mollis29. It remains unclear, however,
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whether the dominance of AFLP markers permits precise
and unbiased estimation of relatedness27,30. AFLP relatedness analyses will need to be based on similarity indices
developed for other dominant multilocus fingerprinting
systems (using rare but not frequent AFLP markers30) or,
alternatively, on co-dominant AFLP markers, if these can
be identified with the help of known pedigrees31–33.

QTL mapping
With the recent development of an arsenal of molecular
markers that uncover population level polymorphisms
(Box 3), mapping genes that affect quantitative variation
(i.e. QTLs) has now become feasible for natural populations34,35. However, the application of QTL mapping
remains difficult for many organisms, because the construction of a detailed linkage map requires the identification of many polymorphic loci that are dispersed throughout the genome. For most organisms, prior information
about the genome is limited, and generating enough molecular markers through traditional restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) techniques entails considerable time because few polymorphisms are generated with
each RFLP probe (Box 3). Random amplified polymorphic
DNA (RAPD)–PCR markers are used commonly to detect
polymorphisms in organisms for which insufficient genetic
information is available, but RAPD markers can also generate high levels of PCR artifacts36. Artifactual ‘polymorphisms’ are of less concern for linkage mapping, because
mapping uses only polymorphic markers that are inherited
in a mendelian fashion. However, repeatability of generated maps might remain problematic, because minor differences in RAPD–PCR thermocycling parameters can
cause systematic changes in banding patterns and ‘replicable polymorphisms’ of unknown origin36.
Because AFLP methods can generate many genomewide polymorphic markers without prior sequence knowledge, AFLPs are a powerful tool for generating linkage
maps. AFLP markers have been used extensively for constructing linkage maps for QTL analyses of agronomic
plant traits, such as disease resistance and salt tolerance28,37–39, and to identify QTLs associated with physiological traits in rats40. For maps constructed primarily with
AFLP markers, distances between markers [measured in centimorgans (cM): corresponding to recombination frequency]
are comparable to maps using RAPDs or RFLPs, and in one
study ranged from 1 to 16 cM (average 4.3 cM)41. When added
to existing maps, AFLP markers have greatly extended the
total genomic coverage and decreased the average distance between markers40,42,43. Therefore, AFLPs are emerging
as a marker of choice for genetic mapping for systems with few
existing markers and for systems where additional markers
are needed to augment existing RFLP and RAPD markers.

AFLP utility
The quantity of information generated, replicability,
resolution, ease of use and cost efficiency of AFLP markers
are at least as good, if not superior, to those of other standard molecular markers (Box 1; Box 3, Table I). AFLP markers
offer the following six advantages.
• Taxonomic scope: AFLP markers can be generated for
any organism with DNA, and no prior knowledge about the
genomic makeup of the organism is needed. Therefore,
AFLPs have broad taxonomic applicability and have been
used effectively in a variety of taxa, including bacteria10,11,13, fungi18,20,21,41, animals (nematodes9, arthropods8
and vertebrates40,44,45) and plants (cultivated crops25,37,46
and trees17,23,33).
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Box 2. Generating amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers

MseI adaptor

(a) AFLP template preparation
Whole genomic DNA

G
C A T

+

Restriction enzymes
(MseI and EcoRI)
and
DNA ligase

EcoRI adaptor

+

A A T T G
C
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Preparing the DNA: AFLP markers can be generated for DNAs of any organism, and no initial investment in primer/probe development or sequence analysis is
required. Partially degraded DNA can be used, but DNA should be highly purified and free of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) inhibitors. Extremely small amounts of DNA
(~50 ng) are digested with two restriction enzymes (a), and AFLP adaptors are joined (ligated) to these ends (b). Adaptor ligations are performed in the presence of
restriction enzymes such that any fragment-to-fragment ligations are immediately recleaved by the restriction enzyme. The adaptor is designed so that ligation of a
fragment to an adaptor does not reconstitute the restriction site. The end sequences of each adapted fragment now consist of the adaptor sequence (in red) and
the remaining part of the restriction sequence (in blue and green). These known end sequences serve as priming sites in the subsequent AFLP–PCR.

(b) Restriction and ligation

MseI cut

EcoRI cut
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T
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(c) Selective amplification (one of many primer combinations shown)

MseI primer 1
C A T T G T A

59G T A A C A T
C A T T G T A

C G A G A A T T G
G C T C T T A A C

39-

C

G A G A A T T G

EcoRI primer 1
(Online: Fig. I)

Selective amplification: Depending on genome size, restriction-ligation generates thousands of adapted fragments. For visualization after electrophoresis, only a
subset of these fragments is amplified. To achieve selective amplification of a subset of these fragments, primers are extended into the unknown part of the fragments [underlined base pairs (bp)], usually one to three arbitrarily chosen bases beyond the restriction site (c, in black). A primer extension of one, two or three
bases reduces the number of amplified fragments by factors of 4, 16 and 64, respectively. To minimize artifacts, most protocols incorporate two amplifications.
The first is performed with a single-bp extension, followed by a more selective primer with up to a 3-bp extension. Because of the high selectivity, primers differing
by only a single base in the AFLP extension amplify a different subset of fragments. Ideal extension lengths will vary with genome size and will result in an optimal
number of products (bands), not too many bands to cause smears or high levels of band comigration during electrophoresis, but sufficient to provide adequate
information. By using combinations of primers with different extensions, a series of AFLP amplifications can thus screen a representative fraction of the genome.
Scoring AFLP markers: AFLP–PCR products can be separated and scored with a variety of techniques, ranging from simple agarose gel electrophoresis to automated genotyping. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (manual or with an automated sequencer) provides maximum resolution of AFLP banding patterns to the level
of single-nucleotide length differences, whereas fragment length differences of less than ten nucleotides are difficult to score on agarose gels. Although agarose
gels provide the least resolution, they are user-friendly, inexpensive and require minimal equipment.
AFLP reliability: Because AFLPs are dominant, multilocus markers that are scored as present or absent, artifactual amplification (or amplification failure) of a
fragment will reduce AFLP reliability. Artifactual presence/absence of a band probably originates at the restriction-ligation step. For this step, it is crucial to ensure
complete digestion (to prevent later amplification of uncut fragments); complete digestion is achieved by the use of high-quality DNA and an excess of restriction
enzyme. Enzymes that are sensitive to DNA methylation can also cause incomplete digestion. PCR-generated artifacts are minimized by the high stringency (high
annealing temperature) permitted by the long AFLP primers. High stringency ensures that the primer anneals only to perfectly matched template sequences and
eliminates mispriming. Empirically, analysis of AFLP scores from duplicate test samples revealed average errors of 0–2% (Refs 17,22,26).
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AFLP markers from single spores
of mycorrhizal fungi (each spore
yielding ~0.1–0.5 ng DNA).
Allozymes: variants of the same enzyme, encoded by different alleles at the same locus. Because of amino acid
• Time efficiency: AFLP markers
charge differences, allozymes can be differentiated by their relative migration speed during gel electrophoresis.
Many enzymes are invariant within populations (or even between species and higher taxa), and most polymorcan be generated at great speed,
phic enzymes have only a few variants (generally two). Although this limits the power of allozyme analysis to
as illustrated by the high ratio of
resolve genetic differences, allozymes are time and cost efficient for research, requiring only a few polymorphic
polymorphisms generated per
markers.
PCR experiment (multiplex ratio)
Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs): sequence variation revealed by differences in DNA fragment
and by the high percentage of
lengths after treatment with a restriction enzyme (Box 1) and electrophoretic fragment analysis. Two sources conpolymorphism in all markers gentribute to RFLPs: (1) presence and/or absence of restriction sites that determine the number of fragments generated; and (2) length variation caused by insertions or deletions between restriction sites. RFLPs can be generated
erated (% polymorphism; U.G.
by restricting single polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products or, more commonly (e.g. in mapping), by restricting
Mueller and L.L. Wolfenbarger,
whole genomic DNA and probing with labeled sequences (probes).
unpublished). Studies routinely
Microsatellites: a simple sequence repeat (SSR; Box 1) consisting of two to six, but usually two or three,
report the screening of hundreds
nucleotides that are repeated many times in tandem (e.g. CACACA…) and that show high variation in repeat number
or even thousands of markbetween individuals. By developing PCR primers for the regions flanking a microsatellite repeat, microsatellite allele
ers25,44,45. For example, Mackill
variation at this site can be screened through high-resolution electrophoresis of microsatellite PCR products. Development of a sufficient number of microsatellite primers requires considerable molecular skills (i.e. cloning and
et al.46 estimate that a single resequencing) and patience (involving a minimum of several months of work). Microsatellite primers developed for one
searcher could assay thousands
species can rarely be used beyond the very closest relatives; practically, therefore, microsatellite primers need to be
of loci per month, of which at
developed de novo for each new species. The analytical strengths of microsatellite markers are co-dominance and
least 30% are polymorphic.
hypervariability (the typical microsatellite locus has more than two alleles, if not dozens).
• Mendelian inheritance: AFLP
Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD): RAPD markers are generated by amplification of random DNA segmarkers segregate in a menments with short primers (usually about ten nucleotides long) of arbitrary nucleotide sequence. The shortness of the
primer demands that the PCR amplification occurs under relatively low selectivity (stringency), which increases the
delian fashion4,25,45 and can be
chance of nonspecific priming (primer mismatches) and thus artifactual ‘polymorphisms’ (up to 60% ‘error’
used for population genetic and
bands36). Short primers are necessary to obtain matches with complementary sequences in the genome and thus
QTL analyses.
any amplification. Amplification products might be present or absent between individuals (presence or absence of
• Resolution: Because of the
priming sites) and, if present, they can differ in length (length variation between priming sites). RAPDs are dominant
nearly unlimited number of
markers, but homologous alleles can sometimes be identified with the help of pedigrees.
The ideal technique to assess genetic diversity should meet the following criteria: (1) be cheap and time efficient;
markers that can be generated
(2) generate multiple, independent markers; (3) provide adequate resolution of genetic differences; (4) be reliable
with AFLP–PCR, using a series of
(replicable); (5) use extremely small tissue and DNA samples, even partially degraded samples; (6) require little moldifferent primer combinations,
ecular expertise; and (7) require no prior information about an organism’s genome. No existing technique meets all
at least some AFLP markers will
these criteria, and techniques scoring high in some criteria invariably score low in others. Five popular genetic markbe located in variable regions4
ers are compared in the following table.
and thus reveal even minor
genetic differences within any
a
Criterion
AFLP
RAPD
SSR
RFLP
Allozymes
given group of organisms. SingleQuantity of information
High
High
High
Low
Low
nucleotide differences between
Replicability
High
Variable
High
High
High
AFLP fragments can be resolved
Resolution of genetic differences
High
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
with either manual polyacryDifficult
Difficult
Easy
Ease of use and development
Moderateb Easy
lamide gel electrophoresis or with
Development time
Short
Short
Long
Long
Short
the help of automated genotypers (Box 2). These high-resolaThe scoring scheme follows closely those in Hillis et al.2 and Karp and Edwards49.
ution methods do require trainbAnalysis of amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) markers is easy with the help of an automated
ing and some laboratory setup
genotyper, or when using low-resolution agarose gel electrophoresis24, but manual polyacrylamide eleccosts, but it is also possible to
trophoresis requires a certain amount of experience.
(Online:Table I)
analyze AFLP markers with technically simpler agarose gel
electrophoresis (although sim• Error levels: AFLP amplifications are performed under plicity is bought at the cost of lower resolution; U.G.
conditions of high selectivity (at high stringency), thus Mueller and L.L. Wolfenbarger, unpublished).
eliminating the artifactual variation that is seen routinely
in RAPD–PCR (Box 3). Repeated AFLP amplifications show Co-dominant AFLP markers
near perfect replicability4,26, and overall errors (including
Compared with the popular co-dominant microsatellite
mispriming and scoring error) generally amount to less (SSR) markers, AFLP markers suffer from their general domithan 2% (Refs 10,11,15,17,22). In a careful and rigorous nant nature (Boxes 1 and 3). However, detailed pedigree
experiment, Jones et al.26 tested the replicability of AFLP information allows the identification of co-dominant AFLP
markers by comparing AFLP analyses, conducted on the markers, which permit precise estimation of allele frequensame samples in eight different European laboratories, cies and more powerful population genetic analysis. Coand found only a single scoring difference (absence of dominant AFLP markers have been found, for example, at
one band among a total of 172 in the AFLP profiles). The frequencies of 4–15% (Refs 31,32,47) among all polymorbetween-laboratory error for AFLP markers, therefore, phic AFLP markers; thus, 200 polymorphic markers will
was less than 0.6%, which was at the level of microsatel- contain co-dominant markers from at least 5–30 loci. Morelite scoring errors estimated in the same study.
over, a novel extension of the AFLP technique called
• Quantity of tissue or DNA: AFLP analysis requires mini- ‘microsatellite AFLP’ or SAMPL (selective amplification of
mal amounts of DNA and partially degraded samples can microsatellite polymorphic DNA) appears to generate cobe used. Therefore, extremely small samples and very small dominate markers at even higher frequencies33,48. SAMPL
organisms can be examined with AFLP–PCR. As an extreme methods combine AFLP primers with anchored, compound
case, Rosendahl and Taylor21 succeeded in generating SSR primers, and merge AFLP user-friendliness with the
Box 3. Techniques to generate genetic markers
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analytical power of microsatellite co-dominance33,48. SAMPL
might be an important extension of AFLP technology if it
can be shown that SAMPL methods uncover adequate variation, that the microsatellite anchoring is reliable and that
SAMPL markers are free of PCR artifacts. If a sufficient number of co-dominant markers can be identified, standard
AFLPs or microsatellite AFLPs might approach the power of
microsatellites, while circumventing the time-consuming
setup costs in developing SSR primers.

Conclusions
Because of their unparalleled sensitivity to minor genetic
differences, PCR-based markers such as AFLPs and microsatellites are likely to remain key molecular tools for some
time to come. The high reliability of AFLP markers could lead
to the displacement of RAPD markers, and the user-friendliness of AFLP markers might cause a partial replacement
of other high-resolution markers such as RFLPs and microsatellites, at least for some research problems (e.g. QTL
mapping and possibly population differentiation). However,
because of their largely dominant nature, AFLP markers
are unlikely to outcompete co-dominant markers, such as
microsatellites or allozymes, which clearly allow more powerful population-genetic analyses. Thus, AFLP and microsatellite markers, coupled with sequencing information for
systematic analyses, could surface as the main tools for
the analysis of genetic variation. Although AFLP–PCR is not
a panacea for all molecular problems in ecology and evolution, it offers many advantages and therefore will probably
replace several standard techniques. Researchers interested in genetic diversity, population structure, phylogeny
or QTL mapping should carefully examine the relative
strengths of AFLP markers (Box 3) – and their limits – in the
context of the particular research question pursued.
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